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                    To L.P.

Even when they destroy you it will still be beautiful
The world because of you

- Elytis



1- Greek Alphabet 
2- My Dad
3- The art is here 
4- Bubbles 
5- Boat 
6- xx xy 
7- Pigeon shit 
8- Crossword 
9- Animals
9.5- Dracaena / life is to short, for not doing what we want in art
10- Post Cards
11- x2 
12- Little confession 
13- In what colour should I believe in
14- text / stamp
15- YES/NO  

 Plan View of exhibition space

The map serves as a navigation to the artworks, as the whole diploma is a walk - ascending from the left staircase 
descending the right one.

This was also exposed at the exhibition, as there are some works that are somehow hidden in the space.



Greek Alphabet, 24 sticker lettres, 2.5 x 4 cm each, 2014  

The greek alphabet is used as a ready - made.* 
In a sense it is level cutting the distance up to the exhibition space into 23 sectors. 24 / ω is the final height.

*reference to maths



My Dad, lenticular print, 20 x 
25 cm, 2014  

Lenticular refers to childhood only you would neither expect this gesture to appear nor the black and white colour.



front side

translation:  
ATHENS MUNICAPALITY 

FOR EVERY DAMAGE 
OF THE SIGNS  

FORSEEN IMPRISONMENT

UP TO TWO (2) YEARS 

NO. CONVENTION 126800/7-10-02  

back side  

The art is here, cartboard party sign, original road sign, metalic pole,  
round base, 35 x 45 x 173 cm, 2014  

Double reality - double sided, served with irony, the party message is messed up.



Bubbles, hiden equipement in the room: two bubble machines, 
green bubble liquid, two fans, white light,

locked glass doors, dimensions variable, 2014  

Where habitually is the video projection room, the entrance is forbidden and the corridor fills up with bubbles directed 
towards you. As the bubbles pop they leave on the floor a green trace that develops over time.



Boat, paper, water, blue paint, hidden light, 97 x12 x17 cm, 2014  

Behind the locked doors of the Bubble installation, on the left, there is an architectonical mistake. Between the three 
steps and the wall an empty useless triangular gap is formed, that is now, filled with water.



xx xy, photo print on paper, 30 x 20 cm each, 2012  

This refers to the 'find the difference' game. What looks almost identical is not. On the bottom image the left ring's grip is 
not turned the same way as the rest. Nonetheless it is still functional.

The title xx xy, refers to chromosomes. They are almost identical but a small change makes the distinction between 
male / female - still both functioning.



< paper translation: 
The piece, before 
having been wiped 
out, this morning.  

< screen 
photo

what was left >  

Pigeon shit, stuffed pigeon, plaster, clay, oil, acrylic, digital screen, note on 
paper, dimesions variable, 2014 

What happened: 
The piece I created (in situ) is the one shown on the screen photo. The morn-

ing of the exhibition, the work on the floor (pigeon shit replicas), was absent 
and what was left, was traces of it. I suppose it was cleaned up by the school’s 

cleaning ladies. 
Therefore, I exposed a photo of the original work on the ipad screen with a note 

and what was left as traces.

The dome roof shape was the starting point, as pigeons could in a sense inhabit it. 

Then, introducing into the exhibition space something that we usually ignore / step on while outside, 
now visitors would  'forcefully' pay attention/ try not to ruin pigeon shit. 

A try to push the boundaries of what is / what is not art. 
The end result showed that it pushed the boundaries hard.



< exterior view  

Crossword - FORGIVE ME 
FATHER FOR I HAVE SINNED, 

bleu marker, 60 sticker lettres, 
15 x 20 cm each, 2014   

The beginning of the Catholic confession is used as every diploma is after all a confession.

The glass illuminated rectangular windows create a huge crossword which also interacts with artwork no. 2, 12, and 13.



Animals, plastic animals, wood, moving eagle (motor), dimensions variable, 2014  

The animals -crossing a void/ balcony- are placed in size order which is irrelevant of their real dimension or power. 
An eagle hoovers on top of them. 

A projection of the society where size is a representation of wealth and the eagle is the one at the pyramid top who 
controls from above.



Dracaena / life is too short, for not doing what we want in art, Dracaena Marginata, 40 x 35 x 45 cm, 2014  



Post Cards, cut off of post cards of greek monuments exposed backside, 15 x 100 cm, 2014  

This is all about the absence (of monuments).



      ^an extraordinary visit, or x3 
                

  x2, photo print on paper, 10 x 15 cm each, 2011-2013  

This is a projection of the same monument twice, on the same scale - both the small replica and the real one.
It is about the double presence, coming to contradict the previous (no.10) absence.

Referring to the Cavafian meaning of the real and the appearance.



^ translation of yellow post-it: 
my mother
wanted me
to become 

something else

Little confession, official acceptance entry at University of Bristol in 
2007 for civil engineering, yellow post-it, 20 x 30 cm, 2007- 2014  



In what colour should I 
believe in, 

Saint on wood, wood 
cabinet, RGB Led, UV black light, 

phosphorescent liquid, 
80 x 60 x 12 cm, 

2013-2014  

The different coloured medicine in the cabinet glow as the Saint's absent (cut off) body changes colour.

Every other colour the Saint takes, represents one other Saint, one other religious belief. 
Every liquid colour is one other medicine, one other medical treatment.

Referring to difficult times in our lives where we need to place our hopes on a 'colour' to cling on.
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< instead of a theoritical text, I decided to write this. 
There were endless copies and you were free to stamp it and take it 
with you-  text translation:   

< stamp translation: 

WHEN I GROW UP 
I WANT TO BE AN ARTIST

The stamp is an exact replicate of the official   
   School stamp, which originally states:  

   GREEK REPUBLIC 
   SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
  





YES/NO, beton, chirurgical blades pointing outwards (YES) and inwards (NO), 40 x 60 x 2 cm each, 2013  

Referring to life dilemmas  - yes 'cuts', no does not.


